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Abstract: 

Investment is a financial activity that involves risk. It is 

the commitment of funds for a return expected to be 

realized in the future. Investment can be made in 

financial assets or physical assets. In either case there is 

possibility that the actual return may vary from the 

expected return that possibility is risk involved in it. 

Investment is generally distinguished from speculation in 

terms of 3 factors namely risk, capital gain and time 

period. Gambling is the extreme form of speculation. 

Investors may be individual or institutions there is large 

no. of investment avenues for savers in India. Corporate 

securities, deposits in the banks and Non-Banking 

companies, mutual funds schemes, provident fund 

schemes, life insurance policies, government securities 

are some of the important avenues. 
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Introduction: 

INVESTMENT AVENUES 

There are a large number of investment avenues 

for savers in India. Some of them are marketable and 

liquid, while others are non-marketable. Investment 

avenues can be broadly categorized under the following 

head. 

CORPORATE SECURITIES: 

Equity shares. 

Preference shares. 

Debentures/Bonds. 

Derivatives. 

Others. 

CORPORATE SECURITIES 

  Joint stock companies in the private sector issue 

corporate securities. These include equity shares, 

preference shares, and debentures. Equity shares have 

variable dividend and hence belong to the high risk-high 

return category; preference shares and debentures have 

fixed returns with lower risk. The classification of 

corporate securities that can be chosen as investment 

avenues can be depicted as shown below: 

 
 

 Characteristics of investment are Return, Risk, Safety 

and liquidity. Risk and return of an investment related. 

Normally, the higher the risk, the higher is the return. 

Hence an investor generally prefers liquidity for his 

investment, safety of his funds, good return with 

minimum risk and maximum return. 

RETURN: 

  The term Return from an investment refers to the 

benefits from that investment. In the field of finance in 

general and security analysis in particular, the term return 

is almost invariably associated with a percentage (say, 

return on investment of 12%) and not a mere amount   

(like, profit of Rs. 150.). In security analysis we are 

primarily concerned with return forms a particular 

investment say, a share or a debenture or other financial 

instrument. 

Single Period Returns: 

  It refers to a situation where an investor is concerned 

with return from a single period        

      (Say, one day, one week, one month or one year). 

Multi Period Returns: 

 It refers to situation where more than single period 

returns are under consideration. Investor is concern with 

computing the return per period, over a longer period. 

Ex-Post Returns: 

The measurement of return from the historical data can be 

referred to   Ex- Post returns. This includes the both 

current income and capital gains (or losses) brought about 

by gains price of the security. The income and capital 

gains are then expressed as .a percentage of the initial 

investment. 

Ex-Ante Returns: 

The majority of investors tend to emphasize the return 

they expect from a security while making investment 

decision and the expected return of a security. This 

enables the investors to look into future prospects from an 

investment and the measurement of returns from 

expectation of benefits is known as ex-ante returns.   

RISK AND EXPECTED RETURN: 
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There is a positive relationship between the amount of 

risk and the amount of expected return i.e., the greater the 

risk, the larger the expected return and larger the chances 

of substantial loss. One of the most difficult problems for 

an investor is to estimate the highest level of risk he is 

able to assume.  

 

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TYPES OF RISKS:  

Risk consists of two components. They are  

Systematic Risk 

Un-systematic Risk 

1. Systematic Risk: 

Systematic risk is caused by factors external to the 

particular company and uncontrollable by the company. 

The systematic risk affects the market as a whole. Factors 

affect the systematic risk are  

 Economic conditions 

 Political conditions 

 Sociological changes 

The systematic risk is unavoidable. Systematic risk is 

further sub-divided into three types. They are  

Market Risk 

Interest Rate Risk 

Purchasing Power Risk 

A). Market Risk: 

One would notice that when the stock market surges up, 

most stocks post higher price.  On the other hand, when 

the market falls sharply, most common stocks will drop. 

It is not uncommon to find stock prices falling from time 

to time while a company‘s earnings are rising and vice-

versa. The price of stock may fluctuate widely within a 

short time even though earnings remain unchanged or 

relatively stable. 

B). Interest Rate Risk: 

Interest rate risk is the risk of loss of principal brought 

about the changes in the interest rate paid on new 

securities currently being issued.  

C). Purchasing Power Risk: 

The typical investor seeks an investment which will give 

him current income and / or capital appreciation in 

addition to his original investment.  

2. Un-systematic Risk: 

Un-systematic risk is unique and peculiar to a firm or an 

industry. The nature and mode of raising finance and 

paying back the loans, involve the risk element. Financial 

leverage of the companies that is debt-equity portion of 

the companies differs from each other. All these factors 

Factors affect the un-systematic risk and contribute a 

portion in the total variability of the return.  

Managerial inefficiently 

Technological change in the production process 

Availability of raw materials 

Changes in the consumer preference 

Labour problems 

The nature and magnitude of the above mentioned factors 

differ from industry to industry and company to company. 

They have to be analyzed separately for each industry and 

firm. Un-systematic risk can be broadly classified into: 

Business Risk 

Financial Risk 

BUSINESS RISK: 

Business risk is that portion of the unsystematic risk 

caused by the operating environment of the business. 

Business risk arises from the inability of a firm to 

maintain its competitive edge and growth or stability of 

the earnings. The volatibility in stock prices due to factors 

intrinsic to the company itself is known as Business risk. 

Business risk is concerned with the difference between 

revenue and earnings before interest and tax. Business 

risk can be divided into. 

i) Internal Business Risk 

   Internal business risk is associated with the operational 

efficiency of the firm. The operational efficiency differs 

from company to company. The efficiency of operation is 

reflected on the company‘s achievement of its pre-set 

goals and the fulfilment of the promises to its investors.  

ii) External Business Risk 

External business risk is the result of operating conditions 

imposed on the firm by circumstances beyond its control. 

The external environments in which it operates exert 

some pressure on the firm. The external factors are social 

and regulatory factors, monetary and fiscal policies of the 

government, business cycle and the general economic 

environment within which a firm or an industry operates.  

FINANCIAL RISK: 

   It refers to the variability of the income 

to the equity capital due to the debt capital.  Financial risk 

in a company is associated with the capital structure of 

the company.  Capital structure of the company consists 

of equity funds and borrowed funds. To provide 

knowledge to investor about various type of risk 

associated various investment instruments.     

Security not only involves keeping the principal sum 

intact but also keeping intact its purchasing power. 

Stability of income so as to facilitate planning more 

accurately and systematically the reinvestment or 

consumption of income. 
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Capital growth which can be attained by reinvesting in 

growth securities or through purchase of growth 

securities.  

Financial reasons: make money, maximize returns 

Strategy: expression of strategy, supports strategy 

To communicate vertically; to create visibility 

To communicate horizontally 

To increase objectivity 

To increase sales and market share 

To achieve focus 

The port folio management deals with the process of 

selection   securities from the number of opportunities 

available with different expected returns and carrying 

different levels of risk and the selection of securities is 

made with a view to provide the investors the maximum 

yield for a given level of risk or ensure minimum risk for 

a level of return. Portfolio management is a process 

encompassing many activities o f investment in assets 

and securities. It is a dynamics and flexible concept and 

involves regular and systematic analysis, judgment and 

actions .The objectives of this service are to help the 

unknown investor with the expertise of professionals in 

investment portfolio management. 

The study covers basic means concept of equity and 

equity related instruments. 

The study is restricted to explain only the risk associated 

with various products 

The tools used for a graphical presentation of data include 

pie charts and other accessories  

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

MARKOWITZ MODEL: 

Markowitz model is a theoretical framework for analysis 

of risk and return and their relationships.  He used 

statistical analysis for the measurement of risk and 

mathematical programming for selection of assets in a 

portfolio in an efficient manner. Markowitz approach 

determines for the investor the efficient set of portfolio 

through three important variables i.e.  

 Return 

 Standard deviation 

 Co-efficient of correlation 

 

  Markowitz model is also called as a “Full 

Covariance Model“. Through this model the investor can 

find out the efficient set of portfolio by finding out the 

trade off between risk and return, between the limits of 

zero and infinity. According to this theory, the effects of 

one security purchase over the effects of the other 

security purchase are taken into consideration and then 

the results are evaluated. Most people agree that holding 

two stocks is less risky than holding one stock. For 

example, holding stocks from textile, banking and 

electronic companies is better than investing all the 

money on the textile company‘s stock.  Markowitz had 

given up the single stock portfolio and introduced 

diversification.  The single stock portfolio would be 

preferable if the investor is perfectly certain that his 

expectation of highest return would turn out to be real.  

ASSUMPTIONS: 

 All investors would like to earn the maximum rate 

of return that they can achieve from their 

investments.               

 All investors have the same expected single period 

investment horizon. 

 All investors before making any investments have a 

common goal.  This is the avoidance of risk because 

Investors are risk-averse. 

 Investors base their investment decisions on the 

expected return and standard deviation of returns 

from a possible investment. 

 The investor assumes that greater or larger the 

return that he achieves on his investments, the 

higher the risk factor surrounds him.  On the 

contrary when risks are low the return can also be 

expected to be low. 

 The investor can reduce his risk if he adds 

investments to his portfolio.  

 An investor should be able to get higher return for 

each level of risk “by determining the efficient set 

of securities“. 

 An individual seller or buyer cannot affect the price 

of a stock. This assumption is the basic assumption 

of the perfectly competitive market. 

THE EFFECT OF COMBINING TWO 

SECURITIES: 

It is believed that holding two securities is less risky than 

by having only one investment in a person‘s portfolio. 

When two stocks are taken on a portfolio and if they have 

negative correlation then risk can be completely reduced 

because the gain on one can offset the loss on the other. 

This can be shown with the help of following example: 

INTER- ACTIVE RISK THROUGH COVARIANCE: 

  

  Covariance of the securities will help in finding 

out the inter-active risk. When the covariance will be 

positive then the rates of return of securities move 

together either upwards or downwards. Alternatively it 

can also be said that the inter-active risk is positive.  

Secondly, covariance will be zero on two investments if 

the rates of return are independent. Holding two securities 

may reduce the portfolio risk too. The portfolio risk can 

be calculated with the help of the following formula: 

CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL (CAPM): 

 

  Markowitz, William Sharpe, John Lintner and 

Jan Mossin provided the basic structure of Capital Asset 

Pricing Model. It is a model of linear general equilibrium 

return. In the CAPM theory, the required rate return of an 

asset is having a linear relationship with asset‘s beta value 

i.e. undiversifiable or systematic risk (i.e. market related 

risk) because non market risk can be eliminated by 

diversification and systematic risk measured by beta. 

Therefore, the relationship between an assets return and 

its systematic risk can be expressed by the CAPM, which 

is also called the Security Market Line. 
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         Rp       =       RF Xf+ Rm (1- Xf) 

    Rp  = Portfolio return 

    Xf  = the proportion of 

funds invested in risk free assets 

    1- Xf  =  the proportion of 

funds invested in risky assets 

    RF  = Risk free rate of 

return 

   Rm  = Return on risky assets 

 

Formula can be used to calculate the expected 

returns for different situations, like mixing risk less assets 

with risky assets, investing only in the risky asset and 

mixing the borrowing with risky assets. 

THE CONCEPT 

  According to CAPM, all investors hold only the 

market portfolio and risk less securities. The market 

portfolio is a portfolio comprised of all stocks in the 

market.  Each asset is held in proportion to its market 

value to the total value of all risky assets.  

 

THE SHARPE’S INDEX MODEL: 

  The investor always like to purchase a 

combination of stock that provides the highest return and 

has lowest risk. He wants to maintain a satisfactory 

reward to risk ratio traditionally analysis paid more 

attention to the return aspects of the stocks.  

He assumed that the return of a security is 

linearly related to a single index like to market index. 

Strictly speaking the market index should consist of all 

the securities trading on the exchange. In the absence of 

it, a popular index can be treated as a surrogate for the 

market index. Sharpe has provided a model for the 

selection of appropriate securities in a portfolio. The 

selection of any stock is directly related to its excess 

return – beta ratio 

Ri = Rf/ai 

 Where, 

             Ri  =  the expected return on stock i 

            Rf =  the return on a risk less asset 

        Ai =   the expected change in the rate 

of return on stock I associated                                                               

                                    With one unit change in the market 

return         

     

SINGLE  INDEX  MODEL: 

 

  Causal observation of the stock prices over a 

period of time reveals that most of the stock process 

move with the market index. When sensex increases, 

stock prices also tend to increase and vice versa. This 

indicates that some underlying factor affect the market 

index as well as the stock prices. Stock prices are related 

to the market index and this relationship could be used to 

estimate the return on stock. Towards the purpose, the 

following equation can be used: 

                  

   Ri = a+a iRm+ei 

       Where,  

                 R=expected return on security i 

                  a= intercept of the straight line or alpha co-

efficient 

                ai= slope of straight line or beta co-efficient 

               Rm = the rate of return on market index 

              ei= error term with a mean of zero & a std.dev. 

Which is a constant? 

                                    

ARBITRAGE PRICING THEORY 

 

  According to this theory the returns of the 

securities are influenced by a number of macroeconomic 

factors such as growth rate of industrial production rate of 

inflation, spread between low-grade and high grade 

bonds. 

 

The Law of One Price: 

  The foundation for Apt is the law of one price. 

The law of one price states that two identical goods 

should sell at the same price. If they sold at different 

prices anyone could engage in arbitrage by 

simultaneously buying at low prices and selling at the 

high prices and make a risk less profit. 

Arbitrage also applies to financial assets. If two 

financial assets have the same risk, they should have the 

same expected return. If they do not have the same 

expected return, a riskless profit could be earned by 

simultaneously issuing(or selling short) at the low return 

and buying the high-returnf asset. Arbitrage causes prices 

to be revised as suggested by the law of one price. 

The arbitrage pricing line for one risk factor can 

be written as: 

ř= λ0+ λIβi 

       Where     

ř      is the expected return on the 

security i 

         λ0     is the return on the zero beta 

portfolio 

          λI    is the factor risk premium 

         βi    is the sensitivity of the ith 

asset to the risk factor  

 

Two factor Arbitrage pricing: 

 The Two-factor model describes the return of   it security 

as follows 

ř= λ0+ λIβ1i+ λ2βi2 

      Where       

λ2     is the risk premium associated 

with risk factor2 

          βi2  is the factor beta coefficient 

for factor  

                                2 and the factor 1 &2 are 

uncorrelated  

FORMULAES USED: 

 

 Return = (P1-P0)/P0*100 
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Total return = ∑(P1-P0)/P0*100 

 

Average return = Total return 

                                      N 

 

 Variance = ∑(R-¯R)
2
/N 

 

Standard Deviation = √variance 

 

 

Co-Variance = ∑[R1-¯R1] [R2-¯R2] 

                                     N 

Co-efficient of Co-relations = cov1.2 

   σ1*σ2 

 

Portfolio Weights  Wa   =      σb²-nab*σa*σb 

                                               σa²+σb²-2nab *σa*σb 

 

 Wb = 1-Wa 

   Portfolio Risks  

 

 
 

Portfolio Return = [(RA*WA) + (RB*WB)] 
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